1 Introduction
==============

The ability of Biological Expression Language (BEL) to encode qualitative cause-and-effect relationships from biological systems makes it well-suited for generating mechanistic hypotheses in the context of experimental data ([@bty107-B2]). However, it generally lacks the ability to describe the temporal evolution of dynamic systems except in special cases where time can be represented discretely. For example, the progression of Alzheimer's disease (AD) is often discretized to healthy, mild cognitive impairment and full AD. While other systems biology modeling languages such as Systems Biology Markup Language can natively embed mathematical equations in order to support simulations and produce generative models ([@bty107-B5]), they lack the ability of BEL to represent multi-scale and multi-modal processes.

To the best of our knowledge, there have not been any previously published attempts to produce dynamic biological models from BEL. A simple approach to introduce dynamism would be to convert to rule-based models such as Petri nets. However, discrete dynamism is inherently limited in its expressivity. Continuous dynamism can be achieved through agent-based modeling (ABM); where a discrete number of entities, their properties and their methods of interaction are encoded and simulated in a complex system. In addition, ABMs do not require fine-granular knowledge of the reaction rates and other kinetic properties of a system that often limit the utility of mathematical models.

Here, we present BEL2ABM, a software package that transforms static BEL knowledge assemblies into continuous, dynamic, executable, ABMs.

2 Materials and methods
=======================

All physical entities in a BEL knowledge assembly are encoded as agents with properties (e.g. lifespans, ability to reproduce, etc.) described by the Human Physiology Simulation Ontology (HuPSON) ([@bty107-B3]) and behaviors derived from their relationships to other entities in the BEL knowledge assembly. Statements like `A``increases``B` creates a behavior where a unilateral coupling between `A` and `B` stochastically increases the number or scale of B. For example, the statement `p(A)``increases``kinaseActivity``(p(B))` represents that when the two proteins A and B are within interaction distance, the kinase activity property of B is increased. Biological processes are translated to procedures which have effects determined by HuPSON over a large physical area within the ABM simulation. Finally, additional information is encoded about each entity type that is available from context-specific annotations in BEL (e.g. cellular locations) and HuPSON. A complete schema for converting BEL to ABM properties and behaviors can be found in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Temporality is introduced with NetLogo (<https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo>) which updates agents based on simulation parameters and their internal properties at small discrete time points to simulate continuous time. It provides an environment where users can adjust modeling parameters (i.e. molecule numbers, interaction distances, movement speed, etc.) and produce replicates.

Finally, Spartan ([@bty107-B1]) is used to perform consistency analysis, evaluate the results and establish the minimal number of replicates needed. For many applications of ABMs, the number of each type of entity at each time point is of great interest. Using the replicates from Spartan, the numbers at each time point are averaged in order to provide more robust results.

3 Case study
============

The processing of amyloid beta precursor-protein (APP) in the amyloid cascade has been highly implicated in AD. Recent experimental evidence has shown not only that the α-secretase and β-secretase enzymes act cooperatively as allosteric homodimers in the cleavage of APP, but this process is also inhibited by sortilin related receptor 1 (SORL1) through the blocking APP oligomerization ([@bty107-B6]).

As a case study, we encoded the relevant entities, processes and relations from the amyloid beta cascade in BEL in order to assess the ability of BEL2ABM to produce an ABM that replicates the sigmoidal patterns of enzyme cooperativity observed in experimental observations and captured in ordinary differential equations (ODE) shown in Figure 11 of Schmidt *et al.*

While the resulting ABM provides a wealth of information about each of the entities involved in the system, [Figure 1](#bty107-F1){ref-type="fig"} presents the most relevant measurements representing the respective initial rates of production of sAPPa and sAPPb as a function of the initial amount of APP present that can be compared to Figure 11 of Schmidt *et al.* Both the sAPPa and sAPPb curves adhere to the sigmoidal patterns observed in vitro and described by the ODE from Schmidt *et al.* Additionally, the presence of SORL1 in the ABM also reproduced the behavior of significantly decreasing the production rates of sAPPa and sAPPb, solely based on the knowledge encoded in BEL of the agents, their properties and their behaviors.

![Plotted are average initial rates of the production of sAPPa, sAPPb and their respective homodimers in the BEL2ABM simulation based on the amyloid beta cascade with varying initial number of APP agents. The sigmoidal curves observed in the control correspond to the cooperativity of the allosteric secretase dimers of sAPPa and sAPPb. Perturbation with SORL1 inhibits oligomerization, shown by the loss of sigmoidal shape, as well as causing significant decrease in the production of each of sAPPa, sAPPb and their respective homodimers. Settings alpha secretases: 10; alpha secretase dimers: 10; beta secretases: 1; beta secretase dimers: 1; SORL1: 3; APP binding sites of allosteric enzymes: 2; binding strengths: 95%; high lifespans so few molecule dies during experiment; 400 replicate runs at each APP concentration](bty107f1){#bty107-F1}

After investigating the model's robustness to parameter settings using Spartan, we concluded that this model was sufficiently robust to both simulation stochastic noise (with a minimum of 400 replicates) and to parameter value change. The case of the initial α-secretase number (at *t* = 0) showed medium to medium-high effect over a large range (10--600) of initial APP entities; whereas changes in α-secretase binding strength showed only a small effect for low, and medium effect for high APP numbers. The underlying BEL document, BEL resources, NetLogo settings and results can all be found at <https://github.com/pybel/bel2abm>.

4 Discussion
============

Because BEL2ABM produces inherently qualitative models, several constraints must be considered during their evaluation. The magnitude of the results cannot be directly compared to experimental results or mathematical models such as the ODE system provided by Schmidt *et al.* because time and space are only artificially incorporated during simulation. Thus, we only expect to observe similar behavioral patterns of a real biological system.

NetLogo and other common simulation environments allow users to modify various simulation parameters in order to improve the adherence of an ABM to experimental data. While this allows users to the benefit of exploring based on their intuition, systematic optimization becomes a combinatorial problem for larger and more complex systems. BEL2ABM includes some semi-automatic parameter optimization methods and can be theoretically run with an optimization procedure like a grid search, but future work will include developing and encoding more biologically-driven optimization procedures in an ontology, like HuPSON, that can be leveraged to more automatically build relevant models. Further, the burden of choosing the most relevant and informative knowledge assemblies for BEL2ABM may be eased by the hypothesis generation procedures in upcoming BEL frameworks like PyBEL ([@bty107-B4]).

With these restrictions in mind, we have shown that it is possible to dynamize a static knowledge assembly model, enable a user to qualitatively reproduce the behavior a biological system, and modify model parameters in order to make further investigations.
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